
 

 

“Creating an Engaged Board” 

With Josh Erickson 

Thursday, November 9th, 2017 

5:30—7:30 PM 

Broken Bow Middle School Auditorium—FREE! 

 

Please join the Broken Bow Chamber Education  

Committee for the “Creating an Engaged Board”   

workshop with Josh Erickson from Team Concepts on  

November 9th at 5:30 PM in the Broken Bow Middle School Auditorium—admission is free! 

Humans experience cyclical patterns of behavior that make balance difficult to achieve. Influenced by the 

inevitable chaos of everyday life, these patterns have the potential to either plunge your board or team into 

social turmoil, or transform it into a streamlined powerhouse. A leader who is willing to tackle these cycles 

head-on with deliberate intent is already on the winning path. The key to efficiently navigating these cycli-

cal patterns lies in understanding and managing them, rather than ignoring or trying to conquer them.  

Josh Erickson is a master team builder, serial entrepreneur and Gallup-Certified Strengths Coach. For the 

last 19 years, he has been impacting teams: businesses, high schools, colleges, and non-profits of all lev-

els.  In addition to implementing proven methods to his own ventures, companies such as FedEx, Howard 

County Medical Center, SHRM, and the University of Nebraska have partnered with Josh when they have 

wanted to increase employee engagement, team collaboration, and team leadership.  Industry leaders have 

called him a hands-on practitioner and implementer with a dynamic and engaging presentation style.  Josh 

Erickson will empower your organization to profit emotionally, professionally, and financially.  

Registration Form: (Return by Wednesday, November 8th at 5PM) 

Name: ______________________________________   Employer:  __________________________________________ 

Current Board and Position (if applicable): ______________________________________________________________ 

Email: ____________________________________________     Phone: __________________________________ 

 

Subway Boxed Lunch 6” sandwich, chips, cookie and bottled water — $6.50  

Meat: Ham                                   Spicy Italian                                 Cold Cut 

 

Bread Choices:                     Italian herb & Cheese                                        Italian                              Wheat  

 

Toppings (circle):                 lettuce                spinach                    cucumber                                pickle                      tomato               

  olive                             banana pepper                                    onion                                   jalapeno   

 

  

 

 

  


